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Are you looking for evidence of life after death? Have you ever wondered whether thereâ€™s a God,

or a Heaven? What happens to people of different faiths when they die? You'll find the answers in

this book.Life After DeathFollow James Cook as he takes you through life after death experiences

from cultures around the world. Youâ€™ll read the evidence, the eyewitness testimony of people

who died and returned to tell their stories. Is there an afterlife? James Cook has collected dozens of

true afterlife experiences for you to read and weigh the evidence for yourself.Read the evidence of

life after death, God, the afterlife and more. Whose face will you see the moment you die? What

does Heaven look like? Is there is a Hell? Read true stories of near death experiences and afterlife

stories from all faiths as James Cook takes you on a guided tour of the world of life after

death.Miracles NowMiracles happen every day, and James Cook explores dozens of cases of

modern miracles from many different faiths and cultures. Read about Christian miracles, Hindu

miracles, Catholic miracles, Muslim miracles and more.Real AngelsTrue angel stories ripped from

todayâ€™s headlines, as James Cook shows you the experience of real angels. Did you know that 1

in 8 Americans has reported an interaction with an angel? These are the true stories of angel

encounters told from the viewpoint of the people who were there and saw them with their own

eyes.Are you looking for stories that will renew your faith, enrich your spirit and awaken your

curiosity? Take the journey with James Cook.
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I've always been fascinated by near death experiences so agreed to review this book for a free

copy. I really liked this book but wished it had beenlonger with a few more stories under each

category. I thought the author did a good job of enumerating the scientific explanations used to

debunk each phenomenon then let you decide .I personally had trouble believing the modern

miracles but I plan to do more reading on the examples Mr. Cook used. This is a good book to whet

your appetite for more on this subject.

This book is neither purely faith-based, nor purely scientific, in its examination of Near Death

Experiences and miracles. The author has delved into scientific "explanations" for these

phenomena, citing studies and opinions from religious leaders and scientists alike, but still allowing

the reader to decide for himself/herself what to believe. As I read through the book, I found myself

searching the internet for specific events cited in the book, and examining photos and videos of

them. Well written and very interesting. *I received a gift copy of this book in exchange for an honest

review.*

This compilation of real experiences illustrates the common thread among various religions and time

periods and offers hope. I found the discussion of evidence of life after death, miracles, and angelic

intercession uplifting and fascinating.

I've read a lot of books covering these sorts of subjects (miracles, near-death experiences,

interactions with celestial beings such as Angels) and this thin little book had several I had read of

before but surprisingly it also was made up of mostly accounts from recent days that I'd never heard

a thing about but which I've checked out more fully since using the details mentioned here to guide

my searches and that was very fascinating. It could use some copy editing though as I came across

several instances of missing words or the wrong spelling for the word used (homophonically

speaking). Glad I got it though and would recommend it to anyone.



I found this book filled with interesting and extraordinary stories about historic and modern miracles

and near death experiences. It held my attention and gave me pause to consider the truthfulness of

the stories. Being personally interested in the afterlife, I appreciated reading about other's

experiences. I was disappointed with the length of the book; would have liked more stories,

especially about the near death experiences. I admit to being skeptical about the miracles, but they

made me consider my doubts. This could easily have been two, more in-depth books. I received a

copy of the book in exchange for a review.

This book is Beautiful and Amazing and so well written! What is great is that you can check out

some of the Miracles he talks about that were televised on YouTube! But it is a really fantastic read!

Ã‚Â°It is wonderful to learn of people living a more love filled life after a near death experience, and

of Miracles of healings and wondrous things, in a World where bad things are heard of so

predominantly! I highly recommend this book and look forward to reading any and all other books

similar to this by James Cook!!*I was given a copy of this book in exchange for an honest review!

Great book with great info on the Afterlife and Miracles.

I'm not a religious person, I don't subscribe to any dogma nor deity but I found this book rather

enjoyable. I'm a skeptic by nature yet I don't doubt the facts of the stories presented. I recommend

this for a relaxing possible thought provoking read. Read this with an open mind; just because you

haven't experienced it that doesn't make it any less true for those that have and do.I received a free

copy of this book in exchange for a review.
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